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On Newsstands Now: ON Magazine, Centered on Personal and Professional Development 

  
The quarterly digital publication offers tips for IT professionals as well as other business-line-unit leaders. 

 
 
Warwick, R.I.—June 2, 2015— Atrion has made a name for itself in the IT services space over the past few decades as an 
elite managed service provider — thanks, in large part, to its cosourcing model. And, most recently, the company has 
taken a considerable step forward on its thought leadership journey as well.  
 
Today, Atrion unveils its inaugural issue of ON magazine, a quarterly digital publication offering professional and 
personal development tips for IT professionals as well as other business-line-unit leaders. 
 
“This magazine was designed 100 percent with the reader in mind,” Atrion CEO Tim Hebert said. “It will focus on the 
challenges professionals face on the IT battleground, the technological advances and required leadership skills that will 
transform your business, and the potential for incredible outcomes.” 
 
He added, “This magazine also gives us the chance to spotlight the amazing advancements being made by some of our 
clients as well as the rock-star work being done right here within the Atrion walls.”  
 
For the inaugural issue of ON, Atrion executives chose to pull back the curtain on the importance of the 2014 Merriam-
Webster word of the year “culture. The cover story, titled “Your New Era of Certainty Starts with a Strong, Healthy 
Corporate Culture,” reveals why today’s companies are laser-focused on the rewards of creating a healthy corporate 
culture. The article details the definition of corporate culture, how companies can find their unique cultures, and why 
finding this culture is imperative for businesses. 
 
The June issue also includes a feature story on how to establish confidence around using Lync, FlexPod and SharePoint 
technologies; a Q&A with one of Atrion’s innovation leaders, Kevin McCarron; a profile piece on Wesleyan University, an 
Atrion client; and a stat break about the IT talent deficit. 
 
To download the complimentary digital magazine—and start leafing through the first issue today—click here.   
 
About Atrion: 
Atrion is an IT services provider that designs, deploys and manages business-driven information technology solutions. The 290-
employee company provides consultative IT services horizontally across all industries. Atrion offers a robust suite of enabling 
technology solutions, with a focus on innovative IT leadership, consultative, professional and managed services. Atrion is a Cisco 
Gold Partner, Microsoft Gold Partner, a consecutive-year Inc. 5000, a VAR 500 recipient, and a Providence Business News Best Place 
to Work Company. Find Atrion online: www.atrion.com, on Facebook (Atrion), Twitter (@AtrionRI) and on LinkedIn (Atrion).  
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